A recurrent network for landmark-based navigation.
A new type of network is proposed that can be applied to landmark navigation. It solves the guidance task, that is, it finds a nonvisually marked location using knowledge concerning its spatial relation to other, visible landmarks. The path to the searched location is not disturbed if a landmark is not visible for some time. The network can also describe findings obtained by experiments with insects and rodents, where the position of the landmarks has been changed after training. In this net, recognition does not occur by searching for a match between a pattern seen and the same pattern being stored but by searching for a match between a pattern seen with a prediction calculated from different data. A simple extension allows a unique match of the landmarks seen with the items stored in memory. With this extension a recognition of the individual landmark is not necessary. A specific output unit of the network can be interpreted in such a way as to show properties of place cells found in vertebrates and the function of the network proposed here as to determine the input to a place cell. The model can explain the observation that a given place cell can also be active when the animal moves in a different environment. An extension is discussed of how the network could be exploited for recognition-triggered response that allows animals to follow fixed routes.